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March 6-8, 2017

There are many hotels in the area. **The only hotel in walking distance to campus is the Nassau Inn.**
You can find a list of hotels, along with travel information at this website:
http://www.princeton.edu/main/visiting/region/

**Conference Hotel**
For your convenience, we have created a room block at the Holiday Inn Express Princeton Southeast for $109 per night plus tax. This hotel is THREE miles from campus and the room rate includes breakfast. The hotel has a complimentary shuttle, and Wi-Fi. There is a heated indoor lap pool, running trails, tennis courts, a fitness center and more. **YOU MUST PREARRANGE THE SHUTTLE**—this means you need to reserve the shuttle ahead of time; not the day of, so when you arrive at the hotel, tell the front desk clerk that you need to use the shuttle and give them the dates and times.

**Holiday Inn Express Princeton Southeast**
870 Scudders Mill Road (Off of Route #1 northbound side)  
Plainsboro, NJ 08536  
609-936-6600

To make a reservation on line, click here: Princeton University

Alternatively, call the hotel directly at 609-936-6600 and give the group code: CFT-PCTS or you can call Toll Free 1-855-765-8708 which is the general reservation number so you will then you have to give them the name and location of the hotel to make the reservation. **If you are going to need a reservation other than checking in on March 5 and checking out on March 9, then you will need to call the hotel.**